
Xrays Probe Bones and Soft Tissues

In a pioneering study, researchers in Japan have found a way to use x-rays in examining soft tissues – not just dense materials like bones –
similar to how ultrasound or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) work. 

 

You might also like : AI+Radiologist: Improved Screening Interpretation

 

Both ultrasound and MRI make use of elastography, a noninvasive imaging approach for investigating the stiffness and elasticity of soft tissue,
enabling doctors to identify lesions and other deep tissue problems. 

 

While x-ray elastography may be possible "in principle", as shown in previous studies, the Japanese researchers' work is the first ever to apply
the concept for real-world visualisation of the stiffness of soft tissue, according to an article published in the journal Applied Physics Express.

Of note, compared to ultrasound, x-rays provide much greater resolution  – on the order of tens of micrometres (millionths of a metre) instead of
millimetres (mere thousandths of a metre), said the Japanese research team. 

 

"This greater precision doesn't just mean identification of much smaller or deeper lesions, but, importantly for patients, because smaller lesions
can be newer ones, potentially also much earlier on in a disease or condition," explained lead researcher Wataru Yashiro, an associate professor
from the Institute of Multidisciplinary Research for Advanced Materials (IMRAM) of Tohoku University.  

 

The researchers said their technique, called dynamic x-ray elastography, relies on "shear wave" propagation. Shear waves are similar to those
that occur when you whip a rope up and down quickly. Shear waves travel faster through stiffer tissue than through softer tissue.  

 

Cancerous tumours, lesions from cirrhosis of the liver and hardened arteries are stiffer than the surrounding healthy tissue, according to the
researchers, thus identifying where the waves pass through tissue more slowly, clinicians are able to pinpoint these stiffer tissues. 

 

Yashiro and colleagues are eyeing to further develop their technique to produce 3D visualisations, and then move towards the manufacture of x-
ray elastography medical diagnostic equipment. 
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